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The competition between Fairfield's athletic teams
and those at other schools is not
the only competition in the university.
Several
Fairfield
coaches say that they have performed well and deserve to be
given more funding and footing
with men's and women's basketball.
As it currently stands,
the budget of Fairfield
University's athletic teams is divided into a three tier system with
men's and women's basketball
receiving the most funding, Assistant Director of Athletics Joe
Powers said.
Powers declined to state
the exact amount of money that
is budgeted for each sport.
At Fairfield, the Tier I
sports are men's and women's

basketball. Basketball receives
the maximum funding that the
NCAA allows for Division I-A
teams," Powers said. The NCAA
allows for 15 full scholarships
covering tuition and room and
board for both the men's and
women's teams.
"We would not be
nearly as successful as we have
been if we were not fully
funded," Women's Basketball
Head Coach Dianne Nolan said.
"Basketball is just one
of those sports that every school
has and concentrates on. I can't
think of a single team in our conference, or anywhere, that
doesn't receive the maximum
funding allowed," Nolan added.
Basketball is one of the
most popular college sports and
has some of the highest attendance figures, according to most
data. The goal of funding for
these sports is to make the teams
competitive on a national level.

The Tier II sports are
men's and women's soccer.
The Tier II budget aims to
make the teams competitive
on a regional level. The budget for Tier II teams is less
than Tier I teams but it does
allow for recruiting, scholarships, and operating expenses.
"Obviously, the
scholarship money we have
allows us to bring in better
athletes," Women's Soccer
Head Coach Maria Piechoki
said.
The funds allotted to
these sports allow athletes interested in Fairfield to visit the
school and also allows
coaches to grant scholarships
to athletes that cannot afford
a school like Fairfield.
These funds have
made possible the recruiting
of p+ayers from Oregon,
Canada, and New Zealand for
Continued on pg. 4

Hunger Cleanup is GRRRrreat
Kristen Sullivan
A & E Editor
The 1998 Great Hunger
Cleanup, a one day workathon to
benefit the nearby community
and arise money for the needy,
raised $5000 and garnered 500 to
600 volunteers.
The Cleanup, now in its
tenth year, sent students, faculty
and volunteers into the community to do service deeds, while
raising money for local and national charities.
Students volunteered at
various worksites including,
Bread and Roses, Connecticut
Hospice, Norwalk Hospital and
Operation Hope.
"The entire football
team went to Washington Park in
Bridgeport. They worked with
the kids in the neighborhood and
now they're working on getting
the kids to come to campus next
semester and go to some of their
games,"senior co-chair, Laura
Taylor said.
Students involved in the
Cleanup painted walls, erected
fences, and cleaned grounds and
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The Image of Fairfield

Athletics Budget Battle
Heats Up
Michael Keegan
Staff Writer

UNIVERSITY

houses. Plans are already being
made for next year's Cleanup.
Any students interested in plan-

ning the Cleanup can contact
Carolyn Rusiackias in Campus Ministry.

Members of the Hunger Cleanup Executive Board
pose with Ken Flatto last Saturday. Flatto proclaimed the day Hunger Cleanup Day in Fairfield.
photo: Kristen Sullivan

Cormier
calls it
quits

Inside this
week
LL Cool J tix
announced
Find out the details on
p. 3

Tune into
WVOF
Find out who's listening
to Fairfield's own radio
station, see p. 5

Cormier resigned after serving
seven years as coach.
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor Emeritus
Five losing seasons in
seven years usually does not
bode well for the head coach of
a NCAA Division I basketball.
On March 20th, Fairfield University men's basketball head
coach Paul Cormier learned
that he is no exception.
Citing the need to replace Cormier following a disappointing 12-15 season,
Fairfield Athletic Director Eugene Doris
announced
Cormier's resignation two
weeks ago. Doris also announced that the former
Fairfield coach, who still has
two years remaining on his
contract, will accept a position
as associate director of athletics at Fairfield University.
The decision comes a
little over a year after
Cormier's Stags stunned the
college basketball world by
winning the MAAC tournament as the 8th seed, and then
pulling off a near-upset of topranked North Carolina in the
opening round of the NCAA
tournament.
Other than last year's
late-season heroics, Fairfield's
only impressive regular season
under Cormier came two years
ago, when the Stags finished
20-10 and lost to Providence
College in the first round of the
National Invitational Tournament.
"Neither Cormier nor
I was satisfied with the results,

Continued on pg. 15

Is life in the
U.S.A.
all that?
An exchange student's
perspective, see p. 7

A &S Dean
addresses core
Grossman
addresses article
on core requirements,
see p. 8

Unfair labor
at Fairfield?
CUCM details a bill
of rights for all University employees, see p. 9

Check out
The
Newton Boys
McConaughey's latest
movie reviewed, see p. 11

Who is
that cool
cafe chick?
She scans you in
every day, she's Ann!
see p. 12

Sports is
covered in
Tarr
Brad Tarr makes his
Sports editorial debut,
see p. 16
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Campus Beat
John Griffith
Assistant A & E Editor
March 23
-7:02am- Bellarmine Hill was vandalized by a truck driving over the grass.
The suspects were identified and restitution was made.
-9:00pm- A female in Jogues reported receiving harrassing phone calls.
There are no suspects.
March 24
-11:10am-Theft. An employee in the athletics building found his new shoes
were taken from his desk and replaced with an old pair of shoes. There are no
suspects.
March 25
-10:38am- A 12 pound wild turkey with a 4 foot wing span crashed through
the Barone campus center and died upon impact. The carcass was promptly removed.
March 28
-12:07am- Assault. Two students got into a fight in Kostka. Both required
medical attention. It was not clear who was victorious.
•
-3:54am- A criminal tresspass warning was issued to a non-student found
urinating in Campion Hall.
-4:22am- Three students in a "suspicious vehicle" was stopped and in the
trunk of the vehicle the stolen TV and VCR from a Gonzaga lounge was recovered.
The incident was referred to judicial
Security asks that you be safe and lock both your car doors and the doors to your
room.

Source: Campus
Security Records

Town Beat
Dana Ambrosini
News Editor
On Mar. 21, at 8:50 p.m. a 1997 Subaru Outback was reported stolen
from a parking lot on Beach Road.
On Mar. 19, at 7:20 p.m. a silver Mazda was reported stolen from the
north parking lot of the Fairfield Train Station.

Classifieds
Loving, responsible and fun full time nanny needed for summer (and part-time in
fall) for 3 terrific girls ages 5, 7, and 9. Excellent salary. Must have own car and
references. Hours: 8:30-5:00/5:30. Call 256-1701.
CHILD CARE - SEEKING RESPONSIBLE, ENERGETIC STUDENT TO
CARE FOR OUR TWO CHILDREN IN OUR MONROE HOME THIS SUMMER. OWN TRANSR, NON-SMOKER. 551-2753 DAYS, 459-8828 EVENINGS.
Mad Science is looking for energetic, enthusiastic people to join our Interactive
Science Company. Part-Time, year-round & summer positions. Applicants
should have experience with children and reliable transportation. Positions
available throughout CT. Complete training provided. Excellent Pay. 888-3819754.
For Sale '94 Honda Civic Ex Coupe, loaded, 48k mi, CD, Sunroof, excellent
condition, $10,500. 203-323-8538.
Part-time staff member for Westport eye doctor. 8-10 hrs. per week. Heavy/
phone contact and front office activities. Call 226-9426.

Help Wanted
Campus Yellow Pages publishes the
Official Phone Book of every College
and University In the State of CT.

The Campus Yellow Pages is looking for sales reps to sell
advertising in Fairfield University 8r Sacred Heart University
Student Telephone Directories. Hours are flexible, and this
position could easily accommodate a person taking summer
classes. Part time positions are available during the school
year. Please call Gary at (800) 825-5364 for more info.

CHEERS

BOOS

to Fort Lauderdale-we made it there... to
the Swedish Boys... to Pirey... to Operation Bud... to peanuts on the floor... to the
Froggy Dance... to A-l-A BEach Front
Avenue... to "Is it still Saturday?"... to
plums... to Granny... to the man + lady...
to "Bitter Sweet Symphony"... to
Choppy... to PB & J... to Magnus... to
fruitloops and fruit roll ups... to 20 questions... to aloe... to the farting queen... to
UNO... to the fishing Pier... to Mai Kai...
to the hot tob... to the hip dance and
screech... to midnight dips in the pool...
to the lighted cross... to Joy's "private
show"... to tray ga doma svens karr... to
Saturday Night Fever birthday parties...
to Zestas... to bumping into celebrities in
Los Angeles... to our little red rental car...
to being complete tourists in Los Angeles... to the Cheesecake Factory- with executive valet drivers... to having Malibu
Bay Breezes in Malibu!... to staying at
"Melrose Place"... to side trips to Las Vegas and Disneyland... to the drive to Vegas... to "The Full Monty"... to roommates
that have found their future husbands-only
they don't know it yet... to being treated
to dinner by a cadet... to seeing Grease
for the 50th time... to Captain Tara... to
Villa 111- No Nago... to Fairfield sweeping the college Olympics at Tuesday's...
to slamdancing... to T.C. landing planes
at 5 a.m... to Bombs... to the Bridge at the
Best Western... to getting drunk and talking about religion... to almost skinny dipping in Key West... to Fat Tuesday's
Happy Hour44's on Monday... to Rocket's
Reg Glare-rocking at Dirty Harry's... to
Bob... to Nick... to ditching the dorks... to
being wild... to secret zoom up photos...
to staying out 'til 6 a.m... to kissing Hot
Bob... to Dan and Dave... to farmers from
Wisconsin who can't get chicks... to Margaret "Booni-Boom" Howard... to Katie
Heather - The RA... to a religious experience... to impotance is optional... to Louie
for escaping the wrath of SK... to Carolynsand is better... to Corinne- thanx for my
tennis lesson... to the poison ivy and sunburn tag team... to jen- great job with
Hunger Cleanup... to Kermit... to my
Camp Jewell partner in crime- are you
ready for the llamas... to me-oh ready for
the city... to conversing with roommates
in other languages... to the cat that barks...
to Wolf's Deli... to Sleepless in Seatlekind of... to tennis with my favorite
friends... to Brian and Erin-muchas gracias
for the use of the racket... to Hey Melhow many boys can you count in the
quad?... to Kiml717-help, I'm burning
up... to not keeping points... to Deir-thanks
for holding off the wrath of garlic powder... to Amy-what can Isay?-I loveya'...
to Sparky and track lighting... to
faggeddaboudit... to Lou, Drew, Colleen,
Jim, Janelle, and Megan-you made it a
pleasant Sunday morning... to Tulane... to
the bash on the eighteenth ... to watching
the Melrose finally... to having your
classes end extra early because of the nice
weather.... to finishing the journal... to A
- Happy belated Birthday!!!!! to
Wednesday's issue - hope you enjoyed it

to power outages... to red eyelids... to
hairy armpits... to unwelcome roommates... to not getting bumped... to puddle
jumpers... to dark clouds... to unfriendly
ice cream servers... to not wearing sunscreen... to sad goodbyes- heydo!... to
"RED"... to "Bloaty Racoon"... to indecisive groups of ten... to tequila shots...
to cheating on our boyfriends... to losing
the blond hotties... to perverts who
couldn't pick up a girl if she weighed five
pounds... to going to the playa with the
Mexicans... to taking the red-eye back
from LA and getting off the plane with
red eyes... to turbulent flights and flight
attendants... to leaving sunny California
and returning back to snow... to being
stuck on the plane for 45 minutes because
of the snow... to being snubbed by a Days
of Our Lives actor in Burbank... to driving in Los Angeles-where anything goes...
to the "uppeties" on Rodeo Drive... to
Moms' stopping us from skinny dipping...
to spending cash like water... to Flight 988
from Miami... to Black Eyes... to wishing that sometimes... to moped accidents...
to being with a bunch of goody-goodies...
to having to leave when things were just
getting good... to swollen legs and
ankles... to going to the airport covered
in sand... to hooker heels... to toothpaste
in unpetable places... to groping for debit
cards... to virgin milk violation... to writing up Chemistry labs... to noisy neighbors-you know who you are... to the gossip... to a sore throat... to giving Anatomy
tests after a weekend... to those with
snobby attitudes... to men that may or may
not be aware of the games that we play...
to zip 100... to getting bombed on
cruises... to being unorganized... to waiting to the last minute to do everything...
to tripping over wires... to rain after getting accustomed to the sun... to not being
on Spring break., to getting a job offer
for too low of money... to still having to
intervirew... to not having a job... to
friends who act strange after break... to
having too much work... to running
around like a chicken with his head cut
off... to not being able to type... to patronizing people... to people who think
they are funny when they're not... to still
having over a month left.... to the weather
for being cold at the end of the week... to
having to find the shorts in the back of
the closet... to not having enough boos
again... to having to fill space... to being
stuck here... to stalkers at the townhouse...
to bitchy people on staff.. . to being confused... to real comers... to the Pillsbury
Doughboy... to taking stuff off the internet
and not crediting them... to gettting card
when you are 21... to typos... to insane
letters.... to not getting a parking spot...
to having a crappy lottery number... to not
getting the dorm that you want... to having to graduate... to not getting off-campus... to being unemployed... to not knowing who the commencement speaker is...
to knowing and refusing to tell... to people
who owe you a dollar for a drink and
you're thirsty... to people who forget your
birthday... to so-called friends... to tired...

News
Residence Life introduces theme
floors in Regis and Claver
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Dana Ambrosini
News Editor
Residence Life is launching two
theme floors next year designed to group
substance free students together as well
as math, science or pre-med majors.
One floor of Claver has already
been set aside as substance free, and Residence Life is reserving another as well as
one in Regis in case enough students sign
up for substance free housing, according
the Fran Koerting, Associate Dean of
Residence Life.
"A lot of my friends at other
schools live in substance free dorms and
they love it," said Elena Carrington, '01,
who chose the substance free floor in
Claver.
Carrington also said that she
considered drinking to be the biggest
problem with on-campus living and that
since neither she or her roommate drinks
or smokes, she will be happy to live on a
floor where she will not have to deal with
the problems it causes.
The idea for creating a substance
free floor began last year when Residence
Life asked the incoming freshmen, class
of 2001, if they would be interested in substance free living if such a floor existed;
37 percent said they would, and thus that
floor has come into existence.
Students who choose substance
free living have to sign a contract that they
will honor the theme of the floor. This
not only entails not consuming alcohol,
drugs, or tobacco products of any nature
on the floor; but prevents residents from
coming back to their dorms drunk.

The Fairfield Mirror

LL Cool J tickets go
on sale Sunday

Students who live on a substance free floor will decide collectively
about sanctions against their peers who
break the rules, however Koerting indicated that most caught would be pushed
off the floor. Residence Life is looking
into getting extra funding for non-alcoholic programming for the students on
these floors.
The other theme floor being introduced this year is for math, science
and pre-med majors. "Studies show that
when you group students with similar interests it helps increase retention," said
Koerting, "They're more likely to do well
in college and stay."
Residence Life chose math and
science because they are some of the
highest majors chosen by incoming freshmen, whom they feel are most likely to
sign up for the floor, and freshmen in
those majors tend to be taking the same
courses at the same times as their peers.
The floor will be located in Kostka,
which is closest to Bannow, where most
math and science courses are conducted.
Residence Life is hoping to get
funding for an academic lounge with
computers and new furniture for the floor,
to facilitate the study groups that will
form. If the prototype is successful, expect to see floors for different majors
springing up in the years to come.
This is not the first time Residence Life has attempted to have theme
floors. In the past there have been
"wellness" floors, for those interested in
hollistic health, and service floors, with

Maura Parsons
News Editor Emeritus
Tickets for the FUSA Spring Concert featuring rap star LL Cool J will go
on sale this Sunday, April 5 for university
undergraduate students-with separate
ticket sales for the rest of the university
community and the general public to follow.
LL Cool J is slated to perform at
the university on Thursday, April 23 at 8
p.m. in Alumni Hall. The tickets will be
available for cash-only purchase this Sunday in the Barone Campus Center Lobby
from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m to undergraduate students with valid university student ID's.
Tickets for the concert will be
available exclusively to Fairfield University undergraduate students from April 5
until April 16.
FUSA will allow students to purchase two concert tickets per
ID at $8 for the first ticket and $12 for the
second ticket. Students can also buy their
tickets on weekdays after April 5 in the
Campus Center lobby from 12-2 p.m. and
from 5-7 p.m.
"Students are really excited about
the ticket prices," FUSA Vice President of
Student Activities Tracy Hollywood said.
Holy wood said that other colleges and universities, including SUNY Binghampton,
are charging up to $25 for LL Cool J concert tickets.
Ticket sales will open up to members of the university community on April

continued on pg. 4

Get your tickets to see LL at the Campus
Center.

16 and to the general public on April
17, if the concert is not sold-out at this
time. Undergraduate students are also
permitted after tickets open up to the
community to purchase four additional
concert tickets at the public price of $15
per ticket
According to Hollywood,
2,300 tickets will be available for purchase but are expected to sell quickly.
"I am confident that we will sell out,"
said Hollywood.
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NOW catching up and

getting ahead have
the same solution.

Don't just hit the beach, hit the books this summer and you'll be on your way to an easier tall
semester, an early graduation, or a head start on your graduate degree! Enroll in one or both of Pace
University's summer sessions. Undergraduate courses are available in the Arts, Business, Computer
Science Education, Liberal Arts, Information Systems, Nursing and Sciences.Graduate courses are
available in Business, Computer Science, Counseling (Substance Abuse), Environmental Science,
Education, Information Systems, Nursing, Public Administration, Publishing and
Telecommunications. And six-week sessions allow for plenty of summertime living.

Warvo

Summer School at lona
Whether you need to make up ground or want to get a
jump on college, lona's Summer Sessions are a great way

vve

Summer session students enrolled in at least 6 credits may live on either the New
York City (downtown) or Pleasantville campuses for only $72 a week. Amazing
when you consider all you'll be close to...the South Street Seaport, Greenwich
Village, Little Italy, Chinatown and Central Park. Not the city type? Then consider
our Pleasantville campus, where you'll find swimming, jogging and tennis facilities.

to earn college credits, lona offers a variety of summer
programs including one-week intensives, weekend, day
or evening courses, lona offers Bachelor's degrees and an
array of scheduling options sure to fit your busy summer.

rosier

Don't procrastinate! Spaces are filling up quickly. For more informal
call 1-800-874-7223, ext. 1989 visit us at www.pace.edu or
e-mail infocti<?ny2.pace.edu (include ext. 1989 in your e-mail).

. -■'! ,-'2 "*

Call (800)

SUMMERSESSIONl BEGINS JUNE 1,1998 • SUMMER SESSION 2 BEGINS JULY 13,1998

□

for more information.

Please send me a Pace summer class schedule

Name :
College currently unending:
|

Adda's;. :

I

Chy/smtc/zjp =

;

Phone number :

i

Area of interest.;

I

location:

SS#:
:

I
____
. E-mail address :

i

Aspire. Achieve.

J New York City Downtown Campus

-J Plcasanrville Ompus

lona College

3 New York City Midtown Campus

-J White Plains Graduate Center

715 North Avenue. New Roehelle. New York 1ONO1 -1 N°0 '.

J Graduate programs J Undergraduate pro«r.ims
_J I'm imcR-sted in living on campus
Mail coupon to:

Pace University. Admission Information Center

Or facsimile to:

212-346-1821

1 Pace Plaza, New York, NY 10038

summer

I
,

session

PACE
UNIVERSITY

www.iona.edu
lona is a college in the tradition of the Christian Brothers and American Catholic higher education.
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Loyola: The sign of
things to come
Carolyn Montrose
Contributing Writer

Scott Middlemiss '98 receives the Hunger Cleanup Proclamation from Ken Flatto.

Theme floors
to be
introduced
continued from pg. 3
students who are dedicated to volunteering.
Neither of the two mentioned had worked out, the first because different people have different
ideas about "wellness," and the latter because most students felt that
they did not need to be grouped together in order to serve their community. The nature of next year's
floors is designed to preclude those
problems.

To address
rumors about
lotteries being
fixed, Residence
Life offers any
students interested
to view the random computer
selection of lottery
numbers on Friday, April 3rd at
2:30 in Dolan.

Teams vie for athletic
funding
continued from pg. 1
the women's team, and players from Scotland, England, Canada, and Poland for the
men's team.
The operating budget for Tier II
teams also allows for a trip out of the region once a year. "This gives us more
exposure nationally and boosts recruiting
in new areas," Piechoki said.
The Tier III sports are baseball,
Softball, men's and women's golf, men's
and women's lacrosse, ice hockey, field
hockey, men's and women's swimming,
men's and women's tennis, volleyball and
crew.
The goal of the Tier III teams is
to maintain competitiveness within the
conference. The funding for these teams
is far less than the Tier I and Tier II teams.
Several of the Tier III teams, including the volleyball team and the men's
lacrosse team, have done very well within
the MAAC Conference despite the small
budget.
The volleyball team had its most
successful season in history in 1997. The
volleyball team won their second consecutive MAAC Title, won their first ever
MAAC Tournament title, and made their
first NCAA tournament appearance.
"We definitely hope to be given
full priority funding. We have shown that
we can compete very well in the region.
I think we've earned the chance to show
that we can compete nationally," Head
Volleyball Coach Todd Kress said.
The men's lacrosse team has
also shown that it can compete in the con-

ference and the region. The team has won
two consecutive MAAC championships and
has never lost a MAAC game. The team
also had big regional wins over Boston College and New Hampshire last season.
"If we were given priority status,
we would be nationally ranked every year,"
Men's Lacrosse Coach Ted Spenser said.
"We are in a prime location for recruiting
lacrosse players and a lot of the recruits
would love to come to a school like
Fairfield. But we lose some big recruits to
schools with more scholarships like UMass
and Georgetown."
"Having priority status would let
us bring in the 10 or 12 kids we need each
year," Spencer said. "It would help us get
to the next level."
Eventually, these Tier III teams
may be given the priority status that they
think they deserve.
"It's part of our five year plan to
eventually bump some teams up to a higher
tier," Powers said. "We hope to move one
men's team and one women's team up to
Tier II status in a few years."
Several items will be considered
when deciding which teams will receive
priority status. Powers said.
Past success of the teams and local interest in the sport will be important
factors. Another factor considered is
whether or not a conference championship
would result in an automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament. Appearances in the
NCAA Tournament provide good publicity
for the team, the athletic department, and
the school in general.

After a stressful day, a Loyola
resident cooked dinner in a kitchen and
performed research in the computer
lounge; all without stepping a foot out of
the residence hall.
Loyola is the first residence hall
to receive recent improvements that include the additions of both a kitchen and
a computer lab. The construction of the
kitchen in Loyola was completed last
summer and the computer lounge opened
at the beginning of the Spring 1998 semester.
The university's department of
Campus Planning and Design said that it
will continue to fund a project to build a
kitchen and computer lounge in the remaining residence halls at the university.
According to Campus Planning and Design, one residence hall will receive improvements each year.
Students that reside in other
halls believe that this project is important in improving campus life in the residence halls.
"I wish that I could just stay in
Campion and not have to walk to a computer lab that closes," Mary Kennedy '00
said.
"Every hall should have a
kitchen because if you have a busy day,
it saves time to just cook a meal instead
of having to go to the dining hall," Lisa
Lattuca, a Regis resident, said.
Regis Hall will be the next residence hall to receive improvements.
Regis requires the least amount of demolition because there is no need to tear
down walls and wiring will be less complicated than the other halls, said Fran
Koerting, Associate Dean.
The improvements to Loyola
Hall are part of a five year plan that started
in 1992 based on what Fairfield University was envisioned to look like in the
1997-1998 school year. The changes were

funded through Campus Planning and Design. It cost $125,000 to build both the
kitchen and the computer lounge, said
Michael Cusato of Campus Planning and
Design. This price included computers,
furniture, finishes, demolition, and new
construction.
"Another reason for expanding
the residence halls was to alleviate crowding at the library," Murray Farber, director of public relations, said.
Six computer terminals and a
printer were installed in the second floor
lounge of Loyola Hall. Each computer
gives students access to the Internet, email, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Publisher and Excel.
"If you don't have a computer,
it's great because it is easy access to information and you don't have to worry
about computer lab hours or walking to a
lab," Kathleen McGrath, a Loyola resident, said.
The department of Residence
Life is trying to improve the computers
due to some minor problems. "There have
been some problems with the computers
freezing, but students have been very patient with us," Koerting said.
Also, students that need a break
from the dining hall food or those who
reside in Loyola during the winter and
summer breaks may benefit from the convenience of having a kitchen. The
kitchen, which is located on the first floor,
has a stove, oven, microwave, and sink.
"It is not only convenient, but it
has a social aspect to it. It is fun to cook
dinner with friends and just relax," Robin
Savino '99 said.
Jessica Dionne, a resident assistant in Loyola, said that the school will
be watching to see how well the residence
hall "uses-not-abuses" these additions. "I
think it's a great addition and it benefits
all resident in the building. Since Loyola
is the prototype, how well the project succeeds is the responsibility of the students,"
Dionne said.

Attention Seniors:

A

The end of our college career at
Fairfield is in sight. As scary as that
sounds, it's time to find pictures from
the past four years!
Submissions to the Senior Issue is
due by April 15 to Box AA or the
Mirror office. Please mark your
name, box number and list who is in
the photo and/or a caption.
Photos will be returned before graduation as long as they are marked.
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Campus Life
WVOF:
Is Anybody Listening to
the Voice of Fairfield?
Peter Fox
Staff Writer
i

Maybe the "voice of Fairfield"
isn't loud enough, or it isn't saying anything that students want to hear. Either
way, staff members on WVOF 88.5 FM,
Fairfield University's own radio station,
say they are losing student awareness and
popularity on campus.
The reasons behind the muffling
of the "voice of Fairfield" aren't secrets,
either. According to students and central
staff members, WVOF is falling on deaf
ears to much of the Fairfield University
community due to its diversion from
mainstream music, it's lack of schedule
consistency, and the lack of student
awareness.
"WVOF receives $ 15 from each
full time student's tuition," said Chris
Cipriano, FUSA President.
Approximately $45,000 is invested in the radio station by the student
population through their tuition dollars.
Then why doesn't the radio station interest the students?
WVOF's programming has a
very distinct format, which dedicates entire evenings to certain genres of music,
most of which are not the first choice of
students at Fairfield such as Ska, Industrial and Heavy Metal, and Reggae.
"The whole purpose of college
radio is to stay on the fringe of mainstream music. The point is to play the
music that you may not hear on the larger
stations in more commercial forums,"
said Joseph Fattorini, station manager of
WVOF.
"The programming of the station doesn't cater to the mainstream college music tastes. If you want to listen to
Pearl Jam or Hootie and the Blowfish you
would listen to a commercial radio station," said Marcel Blais, co-metal director and club and concert director.
Polka, Traditional Irish, Christian Rock, Reggae, Ska, Polish, Hungar-

ian, and Bluegrass are all different types
of music that can be heard on WVOF.
"There is plenty of diversity in the music
that does get played by WVOF, but it may
not be for everybody," said Matt Dinnan,
advisor for WVOF.
So why does the radio station
still continue to play music that the university community would prefer not to listen to?
"We try not to stress common
music styles like classic rock because we
can't compete with big radio stations like
95.9 WEFX, orZlOO," said Fattorini. "But

commercial stations to track the number
of listeners WVOF has at any given time.
So the number of listeners can never truly
be counted.
Increasing student awareness is
one thing that WVOF has always focused
on. "This year the central staff really took
a marketing approach to try to increase
participation by students and to increase
the size of our audience," said Dinnan.
So what does WVOF do to try
to increase their student awareness on
campus?
"There is always a distribution

The point of college radio
is to play the music that
will not be heard in other
commercial forums.
we can do a better job than those stations
by giving the audience stuff they couldn't
hear anywhere else."
However, the university students
main criticism of WVOF is their music
selection. "I need to listen to The Dave
Matthew's Band and the Bare Naked Ladies over and over all day long, and
WVOF wasn't fulfilling my need," said
senior Mark Ridder.
"I stopped listening to the radio
station my freshman year after they denied my repeated requests to play Vanilla
Ice and Young MC," said Seth Evenson
'98.
Unfortunately, there is no formal
tracking system like "Arbitron" used by

of program guides at the info desk in the
Campus Center to inform the student body
of the time slots of different music formats," said Erin Creighton, promotions
and advertising director of WVOF.
Unfortunately, all these efforts to
promote the station on campus may be
going to waste. The Mirror poll that was
conducted in 1997 revealed that while 40
percent had a favorable opinion of WVOF,
only 16 percent of students stated that they
had "no opinion" of WVOF.
"I don't even know where it
(WVOF) is located on the dial!" said Tiffany Parrella '01.
Also, the central staff reported
that less students were participating in

WVOF this year as disc jockeys, sports
commentators, and news personnel than
in years past. Due to this lack of student
participation, the community members of
WVOF have picked up the slack. "Now
for the first time ever WVOF runs 24
hours a day," said Dinnan.
The community members have
started to play larger roles in the management of WVOF. "Many of our community members have agreed to help train
the new staff members in the beginning
of the semester so everyone isn't learning at the same time," said Dinnan.
Unfortunately, there are heavy
scheduling difficulties associated with
running a college radio station as opposed
to a commercial radio station. The conflicts between class schedules and open
time slots presents problems for possible
disc jockeys and listeners.
"It is very difficult to keep a consistent audience due to the constant schedule changes. We change the scheduling
of our programming four times a year,
around the fall and spring class semesters and then for the winter and summer
breaks as well," said Dinnan.
This presents problems for the
student audience members as well. "I like
to listen to my friends when they are on
(as disc jockeys) when my schedule allows it," said Kate Lawless, class of '00,
"but that isn't that often being a nursing
major."
"The community member of
WVOF provide the consistency in the
scheduling of shows," said Fattorini.
Every weekend the community
members take over the small studio in the
ground floor of Regis to provide an abundance of different types of ethnic music.
"Due to this large amount of
scheduling given to the community members of WVOF we do have a very large
audience in the Bridgeport area. This
group is probably the majority of our listeners.," said Fattorini. "People are listening, just not on campus."
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Signs of Life
On the Effects of Immigration
Julia Tsisin
Contributing Writer
One Jewish Proverb states that
"If you change houses, you need only to
change your shirt, if you change lands,
you change your whole life." Maybe in
this proverb lies my answer, my beginning.
I remember it as if it were yesterday. On December 11,1992,1 became
an alien. Now the Star Spangled Banner
hung where the gold star with the sickle
and hammer belonged.
"Hey, where did you move here
from?" the boy sitting next to me asked.
"Russia," I said.
"Hey, everyone, we have a Russian in our class now!"
They all stood up and turned toward the flag. "I pledge allegiance to the
flag of the United States of America, and
to the Republic..."
Should I stand up too? What
should I do? I wondered. No, I am Russian, I thought. I should not show allegiance to this "Star Spangled Banner."
Still, that very banner was my
first memory of entering the United States.
When I first arrived in New York, I noticed the red, white, and blue flag hanging behind the Customs and Immigration
counter. "Welcome to America," the sign
read. My family and I filled out the necessary forms and waited in line. And
waited.
Our turn finally came. I handed
the forms and my red-leathered passport
to the smiling but unemotional and tiredlooking official. Like a machine he
quickly scanned them and reached for his
stamp. Thump. Blump.
"You came here to live as a permanent resident?"
"Yes, sir," my dad and I answered in unison.
I didn't understand then the impact of those words — to come to a different country with an unfamiliar culture,
language, and customs as a permanent
resident. My new label and "Resident
Alien" captured everything that could be

said about a girl who had even changed
her name from Yuliya to Julia. Even
though it was hard to adjust to the new
name, I got used to it. "Yuliya" in oldRussian means "strong." It had inspired
me to gain a type of courage and conviction in the path of many obstacles, which
provided much of my strength.
In the mind of a 13-year-old
child who loved her country and valued
it's greatness, the changes of moving to
another country were not easy to accept.
Being Russian for as long as I could remember, my family and I took for granted
the rights and privileges we enjoyed as
citizens. I only appreciated these privileges when they were denied. For ex-

had free medical care — no insurance
needed — and we certainly could vote.
In America, there are
jobs that only citizens can hold. As a result, my parents couldn't work for some
time. Furthermore, there is no free college education. But even after college
graduates find jobs, they live in fear of
"corporate downsizing." At the same time,
there is no free medical care, and my parents have no say in how the government
operates — they are not citizens.
Now that my family has begun
to settle into a new life, I don't think about
the differences very often. Although, one
dream, and its realization remains in my
mind. I dream that we are approaching

Even though it was hard to adjust to
the new name, I got used to it.
"Yuliya" in old-Russian means
"strong." It had inspired me to gain
a type of courage and conviction in
the path of many obstacles, which
provided much of my strength.
ample, in Russia my parents and I could
have free education in any school, college
or university of the country. In fact, the
country would pay us for our higher learning. Even though the free education system has changed right now, there is no
comparison in tuition between Moscow
State University ($2000 per year) and Yale
University ($30,000 per year).
In addition, after finishing
schooling, employment is assured in Russia. "The Distribution System", when universities advise and send their graduates
to a region where his or her skills are
needed, works really well. Also, Russians

the Russian border, the American flag left
far behind. After twelve hours of flying, I
the white, blue and red stripes of the new
Russian flag become more and more brilliant. When we land, the sign reads in
Russian, "Welcome to Russia."
"What country are you a citizen
of, Madam?" the customs officer asks.
"The Republic of Russia," I answer proudly. I hear the tune of Glinka's
symphony ringing in my mind.
But it's only a dream. I have to
accept the reality of being far away from
my Motherland.
Five years down the road I still

have the dream. It became my reality.
Glinka's symphony is still ringing in my
ears. I was raised in a Russian school system, reading Pushkin, Lermontov,
Tsvetaeeva and Chekhov, listening to
Russian music, and speaking "the great
and mighty language" of Trugeniev while
eating borch and potatoes for dinner. But
does the life-style, mentality and culture
which I embraced and grew-up with
make me Russian? The question of "Who
am I" might never be answered.
"Who am I?"
Americanized Russian...right!
Russian by culture, in love with American ideals, and Jewish by blood. A really
diverse
background,
true
multiculturalism, caught in the middle of
God-knows-what. According to my
mom, I don't speak Russian properly
anymore. And yet, I have the Russian
accent in my English.
My first year in the United
States I spent trying to fit in, and I never
succeeded. My own snobbish and sheltered peers made me feel so uncomfortable and not welcomed in a school built
by and for the Jews. Somehow, I wasn't
Orthodox enough. I wasn't Jewish
enough. I wasn't good enough. I still
wondered why I wasn't considered Jewish by those who had never experienced
anti-Semitism and immigration on their
own skin.
It also doesn't help to say that I
am not religious. I might be mistaken, but
I'd like to think that after everything I've
been through, I stopped trusting Him and
believing. Besides, my whole family
thinks that they are atheist because they
were raised in the "heart" of Communist
country.
People joke that assimilation
does wonders for the soul. I don't know.
One fact I know for sure is that I will be
hiding my identity all life long — from
hate, bias, prejudice and fear of others,
as well as from myself. I still don't know
who I am. Not belonging anywhere, I am
a stranger among my own, a stranger
among strangers...
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Simona Tubbolard
Staff Writer
Everyone knows that students
graduating with degrees in technical fields
such as engineering and computer science
are having little trouble gaining excellent
jobs in the current economy. For liberal
arts majors, however, the situation is not
as optimistic.
With the increase of college
graduates and a shortage of jobs, risk-adverse employers have become more selective in hiring and have placed increased
emphasis on experience. Acollege degree,
once a virtual passport to success, holds
no promise to success in today's competitive environment.
"A college degree today is like
yesterday's high school diploma," said
Howard University's Director of Career
Planning.
Even students who have earned
high marks and who have pursued the
"right majors" at the "right schools" are
increasingly finding their hard-earned
degrees to be a little more than starting
points in their career searches. According to Patricia Vandervorm, the American University's Director of Career
Counseling, the new, highly competitive
job market emerging today demands that
"students will have to market themselves
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more aggressively than in the past."
Competing for jobs with more
experienced candidates as companies and
other organizations "downsize" is an uphill battle for graduates. They can't compete effectively for jobs without experience — they can't get experience without
jobs. Academic distinction and extracurricular activities notwithstanding, graduates are increasingly finding themselves
in need of pre-professional field experience which demonstrates that they can "hit
the ground running" and make an impact
from day one. Experience counts, but
graduates need not be inexperienced. For
many, internships are the answer.
While landing a meaningful internship is often a matter of being in the
right place at the right time, there are
things that you can do to help your chances
both of getting an internship and turning
that internship into a job.
Research, research, research.
Take advantage of the personnel and holdings of your college or university's Career Planning Office. Seek out current,
reliable sources of information on internships and pre-professional employment,
such as those offered by National Internships
(
on
the
web
at
www.i nternships.com)
Begin Early. This illustrates to

employers that you are on the ball and immediately distinguishes you from the majority of students - who wait until the last
moment to apply. With few discriminators among applicants, this is an advantage to be gained. Secondly, beginning
your search early will help you to better
screen the opportunities available to you
and allow you to make a more informed
decision.
Network. Get involved in professional associations related top your
career interests. According to
Vandervorm, professional associations
provide an excellent method to network
and involvement in most is quite appropriate for students and professionals at any
stage in their career or development.
Pick your spots. Remember that
not having a structured internship program in place does not mean that an organization is unwilling or uninterested in
having an intern. While larger firms are
those most likely to have established internship programs, statistics indicate that
it is smaller firms that are doing the hiring today.
Follow through. When you have
identified those opportunities of greatest
interest to you, make certain to follow
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through. Be persistent. You must get noticed!
Perform and Assess. Once you
acquire a position, treat it as a real job
regardless of the compensation. Within
three months time you should be able to
assess whether you have a future with the
organization. Be prepared to move on.
Take something away. MosTstudents who undertake internships do so, at
least in part, for the opportunity to make
connections to help them in their future.
When you take an internship, realize that
along with the spoken terms of the internship there is generally an understanding
that a professional bond has been established.
National Internships publishes
and continually updates Students Guides
to Internships and Part-Time Employment
Guides for 17 regions nationwide including, Atlanta, Chicago, Florida, New York
City, Washington D.C., Boston, New Jersey, Seattle, and Philadelphia. Guides are
priced at $7.95 plus $2.00 shipping and
handing per order. For information or to
order, visit their website at
www.internships.com or write: National
Internships, 2020 Pennsylvania Avenue
NW, Suite 336, Washington, DC 20006.

The Silent Code of Fairfield
Marisa Heller
Contributing Writer
How many times have you
rolled over, looked at the clock, realized
that you had ten minutes to throw on your
favorite sweat pants, T-shirt, and sneakers and get to class?
If you are a student at fairfield
University that has ever done this, you
have violated the Academic Council's
dress code which bans athletic wear in the
classroom. The Fairfield University Journal of Records states:
"Student Dress: Fairfield students are expected to present a neat and
clean appearance and to dress in a manner which could be reasonably considered
appropriate to the occasion. Athletic wear
should be restricted to periods of recreation."
The dress code policy was approved on March 31, 1969 by the Academic Council. Considering that the dress
code is violated virtually everyday day
of class, it is not actively enforced.
"To not allow students to wear
athletic wear to class now, would be like
putting the toothpaste back into the tube.
Once it's out, there's no use putting it back
in," said, Rev. Tom Regan, S.J. of the philosophy department at Fairfield.

Since the dress code was created
by the academic council, not the University Council, it has no force of law on
campus. The Academic Council is made
up of faculty and make decisions on the
curriculum for the students. The University Council is made up of four students,

Everything that students are
held to is dent at the beginning of the
school year. The only reason that a
student's dress would be an issue is if they
disrupted the class with their appearance
or if they came naked. It is covered in
the handbook under disorderly conduct

"To not allow students to wear
athletic wear to class now, would
be like putting the toothpaste back
into the tube. Once it's out, there's
no use putting it back in."
four faculty and four administrators. The
University Council decides what the rule
and regulations are for the student life at
the University. Vice President of Student
Services, William Schimpf, said, "There
is no specific dress code at Fairfield."

which states:
""Behaviors which are disruptive of the life of the University community or which disregard the rights of others are likely to result in disciplinary probation with one of its attendant restric-

tions, up to and including suspension."
There was a time when the all
male population at Fairfield was required
to wear coats and ties to class. The 1969
code was passed by the Academic Council in the era of student protests to make
the dress code less formal, not more strict.
But there is no way that the faculty could
prosecute a student who wore athletic
wear to class.
"It's clearly something that
should be taken out of the Journal of
Records...that's the humor of the Journal
of Records. Once the policy is in there,
there really is not a way to take it out,"
said Schimpf.
Most students are not even
aware that there is a dress code on the
books. Tracey Connor, Class of '99, first
thought the issue was a joke.
"Really, we have a dress code?"
she said. If she could not wear her personal uniform of Adidas pants and
sweatshirts, she would, "always be late
for class," and "be too worried about how
I look to concentrate."
So, next time you throw on those
sweats and go any place but the gym,
know you are violating a school policy.
But nobody's going to care.
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From the Editor' s
DGSJC*

••

This week marks the beginning of the
Mirror's changeover. The current staff
hopes that you all have seen the drastic
improvement that we have done within the
past year. We hope all of you have enjoyed
the Mirror as much as we have enjoyed
putting it together. It takes a lot of time
and dedication of the staff. I want to personally thank this year's staff for their dedication, patience, and endurance through
our journey together. Theresa, I wish you
and the '98->99 staff the best of luck in the
future. My parting words of wisdom is to
remember that the Mirror is a team and no
matter what happens, it happens to all of
us. Best of luck with the next two issues!
Attention Seniors, submissions for
tlfe Mirror's senior issue is due by April 15.

Letters t
A&5 Dean addressee core modifications
To the Editor:
I read with interest
your excellent article by Dana
Ambrosini on University core
requirements. May I make two
points about the core:
1.
There is constant core
review as faculty discuss, plan,
develop, and change those
courses that satisfy the core.
But the faculty also need to reflect from time to time on the
goals and purposes of the core.
What are the outcomes we expect for a Fairfield
student? What are the capaci-
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ties, the habits of mind and
heart, the skills or training that
we consider essential for a Jesuit education at Fairfield?
If the faculty consider
that 14 courses are necessary or
23 courses are necessary, the important point is that the core is
understood against a background of shared goals and desired outcomes. Any discussion
of the size of the core - whether
it is too large, too small, or not
right for this or that professional
school - is extremely premature.
2.
Academic administrators can recommend or suggest

modifications, but only the faculty of this University can determine the goals and objectives of
the core and of a Fairfield education.
Only the faculty can
then determine the specific ways
these goals and objectives
should be fulfilled through the
core, the major, and any other
general education requirements.
Sincerely,
Orin Grossman
Dean, College of
Arts and Sciences

Bachelor Party Thank-You
To the Editor:
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I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all the girls
and guys who came to my bachelor party on Saturday night, especially those involved in arranging it.
Another great party at
the Hot Tub. I had a great time,
I only wish Katrina was there
also. Thank you to everyone
who contributed to the check
that I was presented with, it will
all go towards our honeymoon
... oh, that's right. I'm not supposed to say.
For those who thought
I was somewhat speechless, I
was just retarded drunk along
with the rest of you. Seriously
though, it was one of the nicest
things anyone has done for
Katrina and I. We had a good cry
to ourselves later that night. I

don't want to single anyone out,
but I feel as though I have to.
Thanks especially to
all my close friends at the fired
up Red Barn, in no particular
order: Brian "brains" Barry,
Craig "ya bollcks" Lennon,
Sean "just chillin' " Kingston
(who, with me, is going to rock
Swiss Bank next year), Brian
"the nurse" Murphy, Chris "fired
up" Herpst and Michael
"cirpanties" Gill.
To all the soccer team:
run fast, score goals and keep
singing that song I taught you,
the one about women and beer.
Finally,
my
housemates: Mark "tootsie roll"
Bogdan, Jimmy "the frog"
Miller, Gavin "easy G" Baiera,
Matt "I'm the next to have a
bachelor party" Brady and a certain person who used to be our
housemate, Kattie- thanks for a

52!

great year, the incredible parties
and the fun we had. You are good
people and friends for life.
Thanks for accepting a stupid
Scot into your lives (but think of
it this way, there's four of you
and only one of me - just think
what I've been through!)
To all Fairfield people:
Fire it up and party on. One last
thing, news just in: the grannie
basher is going home to get
hitched, so he's off limits now.
PEACE, LOVE, AND HAPPINESS.
Thank you,
Paul McSherry, '98
p.s. Good luck Celtic when you
play the Huns this weekend. Put
seven past them . Oh, and by the
way, my favorite drink is definitely scotch "On the Rocks."
(You know who you are!!)

K
God taught Ignatius Loyola at Manresa as a schoolmaster does a child.
In 1555, after having founded the Society of Jesus in Rome,
he welcomes you as fellow pilgrim and takes a look back . ..
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The Story of the Pilgrim
J4 one-man drama aBout St. Ignatius LoyoCa
Sponsored by the Office of the Academic Vice President
and Campus Ministry
Actor/writer: Michael Bellafiore, S.J.
has acted in the M.I.T. Shakespeare
Ensemble and in Washington, D.C. He
holds an M.F.A. in playwriting from the
Catholic University of America.

Director: Michael Sparough, S.J. is the
founder and former artistic director of the
Fountain Square Fools, a religious drama
troupe in Cincinnati. He holds an M.F.A.
in directing from the Yale School of Drama.

Monday, April 6 at 8:00 PM
Black Box Theater, Quick Center for the Arts
Fairfield University
Admission Free
&M
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Dealing Effectively
With Stress

Labor
Injustice
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To the Editor:
To the Editor:
As we all know, stress can take
its toll on our bodies both physically and
emotionally.
Recently, the Student Nurses Association sponsored a lecture on stress relief in efforts to help ease nursing students
from stress in their busy lives.
Although most of us know how
stress should be dealt with, when we are
actually in the midst of a stressful situation we often forget about the most obvious way to relieve it.
The lecture helped reiterate to
students the most basic ways to assure a
stress-free life, and to help deal with the
stress they currently have in their lives.
Students must remember that the
most important aspects to eliminate stress
are maintaining proper nutrition and getting enough sleep (at least 8 hours a day).
Students must not ignore stress
in hopes that it will go way over time, but
deal with it in order for it to go away. The
key to stress relief is to organizing as well
as prioritizing your life.
Support systems also alleviate
stress from your life because they assure
you that someone will always be there for
you through good times and bad.
Some helpful hints to eliminate
stress from your life are:
*
*
*
*
*

Keep up with your hobbies;
Exercise;
Set aside 15 minutes a day to relax;
Meditate;
Breathing exercises.

We, the members of Concerned
University Community Members (CUCM),
would like to thank those who attended the
Labor Teach-in and pledged their support
by signing the Workers'Bill of Rights. Over
200 students and faculty signed in support
of the bill.
The Workers' Bill of Rights, recently drafted by CUCM, declares the inalienable rights of all employees at Fairfield
University as defined by Catholic Social
Teaching.
There is nothing out of the ordinary contanied in our document. The bill
contains four basic labor rights, and each
right is grounded directly in Catholic Social Teaching.
Fairfield University, as a Jesuit
(and Catholic) Institution, has the obligation to ensure these basic rights are available and upheld.
As mentioned before, this document pertains to all those employed directly
or indirectly by Fairfield University; however, we emphasize that these rights be extended to the custodial workers who have
been, and continue to be, in our opinion,
neglected by this Catholic institution.
Members of CUCM will staff a
table in the Barone Campus Center (Thursday from 11a.m.-lp.m. and 5 p.m.-7 p.m.)
where the Workers' BUI of Rights will be
available to sign.
We urge all to come and sign in
supporting the recognition of human dignity
and inalienable rights of every Fairfield
University Employee.

Check with the resources on
campus to help with stress.
Sincerely,

Mary Kennedy, '00

We the members of the Fairfield University community, recognizing that
"Fairfield is Catholic in both tradition and spirit," and that Fairfield
"celebrates the God-given dignity of every human person" (Fairfield
University Mission Statement), affirm that all workers at Fairfield University have the following inalienable rights as defined by Catholic
Social Teaching:

Une U\,ignl fo a lowing (QJage
Workers have the right to a living wage, defined as "a single
salary given to the head of the family for [his/her] work,
sufficient for the needs of the family without the other spouse
having to take up gainful employment outside the home."

Une U\.igntto lOJorAi'ng Gonoih'ons <L)uifable fo
Uiealfn^ tuafefu, andUfuman ^Dignify
Workers have the right to health care which is affordable or even
free of charge, the right to periods of rest during the day, as well
as vacations and holidays, and the right to a pension and insur
ance for old age.

Une U\ignf fo Organize
Workers have the right to "form associations for the purpose of
defending the vital interests of those employed in the various
professions [and] the right of freely founding unions for working
people. "Included is the right of freely taking part in the activity
of these unions without risk of reprisal."

Concerned University
Community Members

All campus workers employed under subcontracting (or "outsourcing")
agreements shall be accorded these same rights.

Spring is coming.
and so is Fall
registration

Catholic Social Teaching refers to the "outsourcing" employer as
"the indirect employer," and states that "the indirect employer
substantially determines one or other facet of the labor relation
ship, thus conditioning the conduct of the direct employer when
the latter determines in concrete terms the actual work contract
and labor relations."

♦ Lottery Numbers-posted outside Canisius
200 Monday, March 23
♦ Course Booklets available-in Canisius 200
Thursday, April 2
♦ Advisement Week and major and minor
registration in small A&S departmentsMonday-Wednesday, April 6, 7, 8 and
Tuesday-Wednesday 14 & 15
♦ Major and Minor registration for the School
of Business and large departments in A&SMonday, April 20-Thursday, April 23
♦ Core and Elective Registration- by lottery
number in Canisius 200
Class of 1999 Monday
April 27
Class of 2000 Tuesday
April 28
Class of 2001 Wednesday April 29

Academic Advising Fair
Find out about majors, minors, programs and
Fall 1998 Courses
• College of Arts and Sciences
• School of Business
• School of Nursing

Wednesday, April l, 1998
10am - 3pm
Campus Center Oak Room
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The Newton Boys" leave something to be desired

the wrongs of the justice system of the
For example, he was there for the
Terence R. McCarron
time.
robbery but then was not around when
Staff Writer
Admittedly, I was very rough on
money was divided up. Why? He was so
The Newton Boys were a group
Ethan
Hawke
in "Great Expectation."
instrumental at the beginning but then he
of brothers who were the most famous
However,
he
provided
an essential presonly showed up for the robberies until the
bank robbers in American history. They
ence
in
this
film
in
the
role
of Jess Newplot reached the last hurrah for the crew. I
tore through the country ripping off many
ton.
He
was
the
carefree
playboy
who enguess he worked for free.
thousands of dollars from various banks
joyed
the
bottle
and
wild
horses.
His hiThe Newton Boys were as notowithout hurting anyone. Well, "The Newlarious
antics
and
witty
lines
really
prorious as they were feared for robbing a
ton Boys" are still stealing today. To be
exact, they robbed me,
F" </■•.'
(rather, The Mirror) of ^1>lV.S
$7.75! However, do not
blame the boys them^ *> *. • "/• *>*» *« • "."• 1> *« *
selves. Director Richard
5tW.V.YfitV
l » »^ « « ". » » * 1*» *. « 1 « 5> ".% ".S'
••^•.••.'•("••"•.•■■""."l/y-a
Linklater turned a can't■ *»** ^ V* > ^ *«** *> "> */
••■'".'•.'•/•.'•.••.W'W
'\> .-' '".'*.> ."".''i>*aa.\>\t
miss formula into a very
:«***"« » S * ** «** »S •> «** * %
f**'lm*!t<f!!**fm*!!**i**!!£l*lm'!'
'.' *, x *« • "a » "> *> ». • "» x V" ".V I*
disappointing dud.
•"/■.••.''/•.••.••/"."yy.'a
Linklater ^ ■_>■%">
. » ? ««*• 1 » *> *."« "."♦ 'IN *a^ 1> ■■> 1
.•Art
("Dazed and Confused" IftWllft«*.»«*. i * %»V* vV
**'*> •>v*\
■v-v-v
and "Before Sunrise") ■/I/it'-.
M>iV„'
** *% *% 1** 1** 'A I.** I** *.**
had it all here: a true
%* V* *a • *** ** « V+ V* V" V
?*J'tJ'»mrmJ'!fm*mm''*J'JJ'<'m'!m gm
story of an appealing '•:'••.'•%''
tf
x* «*« **** »V <i? wV *¥»'«^V 'J ^-" ■
!-■■■■■.
group of brothers who
even had fame in our ^i>iV*.
■'»?•?!'."»£>?».**
•.*• •,*« ^ •a*« «.*« r»»»"-»*,"■
.^ :"• •
J'***?«';J'mJ';m
lifetime thanks to an 80's
V»V"V»V»V«V«,
documentary about their ^■.%"V, <■■■->
?"".?•
exploits and a visit to
*> »>"> I** «,"- *a^ V« 1"- "»^ *«*■ :"• ".
■»« a• H**,*»,•<<V-• .^Vs'
"The Tonight Show with ^Y>Y«';.'ix*"»'.*»".',<
;■".""*.■■'.''.*">"."'"■"•"'',■';'
!*!*!•??'.*»£fi<f?*i«?»."«**«J'J
Johnny Carson," by VV\V% . «, * %. *» » «, « *» « % « "a> «» « *«* ." '
younger brother Joe.
^ ■■> 1> "a * '.' ". ' ", *. « ". • *a> *> *.• 1 11
-** 1** t** s«"« V« t1^ t"* «*s tK" "A 1^
Linklater even ViVsVs*»,\*,\««*.»,*",»«,"»•,.%*••»«•„«
■ S; rA m*» ."«»«« S*-?**'* ■»».*«.»«»*;<<*
^ ii "."■".»".«1> *.»*.»"> *.«".«1* 1>
'.* * ," " a* «%? « ." "a" ^1' i! « ■ ? "Tf A" '
had a young, talented
". » *,^ 1• 1 » ",^ *. « *. ♦ "> 1> 1> "A
".*« "."a • ^ a % a », ..«« a "a « *« '"m ■ S »S
•/'.••••■/•."•a'a/y."/"/."
cast which boasted of
VsW»Vaa.V
aa
V«V."VaV»a'VaVaa,"»a«VaV»V<VVV
»»%aa.a%a^a^«».a^a^a*aa^a^a*..».a^aa,a»,.«^
stars like Matthew
McConaughey from
"Contact" and "A Time
vided the movie with an endearing qualridiculously large amount of banks. This
to Kill" and Ethan Hawke of "Before Sunity. As demonstrated in the memorable
film showed nearly every theft in a most
rise" and "Great Expectations." Yet, he
courtroom
scene, Jess exemplified the
tedious fashion. One point, the audience
still could not formulate a winner. Why
boyish
charm
that typified the phenomwas over-kaboomed. The exploding bank
did this action packed plot become a
enon
of
the
Newton
crew.
safes were interupted rather needlessly, alyawner? Let's examine.
Another
positve
to this flick was
though mercifully, by the addition of a
Linklater continuously teased us
the
work
of
McConaughey
as Willis. A
love interest for Willis. Louise (Julianna
with a theme and then backed off of it.
sheer
drive,
high
confidence,
and simpl;e
Marguliesof'ER.")
For example, there was a reason behind
likability
was
best
shown
in
the
negotiaLouise was a nice a nice addiwhy the Newton crew chose their occution
for
bank
bonds
with
a
banker.
When
tion to this very handsome group of charpation. There was a driving social wrong
bargaining,
the
banker
says,
"I'll
give
you
acters, but the plot
which turned these "good boy Southernwould not have been
ers" to a life of crime.
altered in the least
Unfortunately, this wrong was
without her or her 10
not fully explained until the closing credyear old son. Just ft?
its which showed clips from the Carson
when you think the
show and the documentary. (Stick around
plot is finally going to V mK ■ S » , *% ♦ JV,» ** >■■*» « N *S - ** * ** * ** *> I
for this-it might be the best part of the
pick up after the r-F.'^."" }' I' 1^1^!'1" a**V* i»t<?*s
film.)
Boys' luck seems to V 1> IT" 1 « & *, « ". • V» */* « * 1 * 1> « « "a * 1
Instead, this pervasive theme was
run out, the audience
merely hinted at in the plot. Also, early in
is overwhelmed once ^ f?Vs ".*■ " • ",^ *,^ 1• "> *«^ *. • 1* "S* '.' 1 • i
the plot, Willis and Joe were arrested then
"• *. :"• \"* ",*« ;"• •."• ".*• *,*• ;"* \*> "."* ii *,"• %
again by a long,
released without a real explanation as to
drawn out sequencewhy either happened. It wasn't for the
the investigation of
bank robberies. It was here that another
•..SVs*»,aV,V.*a
the Boys.
hint at the underlying theme of some inWhile we
*a '."» »% » *« «*« « "a «„•« «*» •A»"»
justice in society was made without fully
*> ".*» 1> •.*« "."» ".*» *a"« *«"» ",*» *a"'
got
the
point
of this
explaining.
"a 'A»•• «*» • V « "• " *»«^ * "• "*•
investigation
in
about
"."■ S\V" Va *."> V» %Y»V» 1> V« *.*«"• V»% .
Swight Yokum ("Sling Blade"
two to five munites,
and "Red Rock West") played a man
we sat through almost
named Glasscock who taught Willis New25 minutes of it.
ton (McConaughey) how to blow open a
YAAAWWWNNN.
bank safe. He was the fifth crew member
After a while, it even ^\V>¥<'V« '."• '.^ ".*« '.*< S *,*• ',*• *.*• fe'.
with the Newton Boys, and a rather imseemed like this film
portant one at that. However, he disapwas made to expose
peared at ceratin points in the movie.
*V" -"■ -"■ \~m\~m\~m\-m-~m-"■--»■_"■ V»V" V" V* V"
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80 cents on the dollar, and I promise not
to tell where it came from." Willis retorts,
"85 will be better. And I promise not to
rob your little bank." In this exchange,
McConaughey provides why he was perfect for the role of the Newton leader and
intellect behind this operation. Simple
appeal mixes with pure cunning to form
the character of Willis through the "Contact" star.
Willis' ingenuity, Jess' sence of
humor, the uneasiness of Joe (Skeet Ulrich
of "Scream" and "The Craft"), and the
recklessness of Dock (Vincent D'Onofrio
of "Full Metal Jacket" and "Feeling Minnesota") all add to what made the story of
the Newton Boys so unbelievable and
funny. These were bank robbers that
America fell in love with back in the
1920s. Their personality got them out of
the real consequences of their actions. The
disappointing part about the 1998 film on
these bandits was that this cast had the
ability to show the full array of charm
these four brothers had. In fact,
McConaughey and Co. nearly did it
dispite the insistence of Linklater to focus on all the robberies and the lengthly
investigation.
While it is true that this movie
had tremedous potential because of its talented young cast, it might have been
crushed under its own weight. This talent
was never fully utilized. However, the performances were good enough to make this
a movie to watch. Just wait for it to arrive
in Blockbuster or catch a matinee.
It is too bad that this had to be
another reminder that somtimes potential
is the biggest curse in the world: if it isn't
fulfilled, it is simply a shame. Sadly, "The
Newton Bays" wasted its potential because the powers-that-be did not recognize where it stemmed from - the cast.
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Wrestle your housemates
for the remote

Use some sense —
wait for the rental

Check out WCW's Monday Night Nitro

of "Senseless"

Joe Fattorini
Contributing Writer
Last Monday, The United Center, ChicagoIn the first match of the dual
main event, the reigning heavyweight
champion, Sting, and his partner, Kex
Luger, squared off against NWO
founder, Kevin Nash, and his surprise
partner, Randy "Macho Man" Savage.
Savage had recently defected from the
NWO, and his partnership with Nash
seemed to indicate that the big man
might also be turning his back on the
New World Order.
Savage had charged into the
ring, blindsiding Sting and he and Nash
had taken an early lead pounding on
Luger and the champ. But as in every
bout, the tides had turned and it looked
like another WCW victory. Then, in a
shocking turn of events, "Hollywood"
Hulk Hogan and the unnamed NWO
member known only as "the Disciple"
(the experts in the chat rooms have concluded his identity to be Brutus
Beefcake) ran in to help Savage and Nash
claim a typically crooked victory.
The second match of the main
event started way before the bell, back
in the dressing room, as Hulk Hogan and
Rowdy Roddy Piper literally threw each
other into the ring, kicking and pounding each other to begin this grueling
grudge match. This was a rivalry that

had begun in the mid-eighties, and this
was the first time in years that they had
met in the squared circle.
I was awestruck. Here were
two icons battling it out exactly as they
had when I was a kid. (except Hogan is
now sort of "bad" and Piper is sort of
"good") And when Piper hit Hogan with
a flurry of rabbit punches only to follow
it by poking Hogan's eyes a la Three
Stooges, childhood memories flashed
before my eyes: Hulkamania, Piper's
Pit, WWF's Rock n' Wrestling, backyard
matches with my friends, Capt. Lou
Albano, Cyndi Lauper, the Goonies, Mr.
T, the A-Team, and even ALF.
This is the reason why WCW
Monday Night Nitro is the highest rated
program on cable and the most watched
show by college students. They have
brought back all of the old superstars and
recast them as even greater heroes and
even more wicked villains to create an
exciting drama of human conflict that
would make Joseph Campbell proud.
"But it's stupid," you say. "It's
all fake." Of course it is, but how is professional wrestling any different from
your precious ER or Party of Five? No
one believes that the sleeper hold really
puts people to sleep, or that the Tongen
death grip would really hurt anybody,
it's just fun. Pro Wrestling is not about

Continued on p. 12
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Jim Keegan
Staff Writer

this movie. "Senseless" is just that, senseless. This is the type of movie that is
purely for entertainment. It is not trying
to win awards, or trying to getting any
deep message across to its viewers. Instead, "Senseless" is simply trying to give
people something to watch when they are
bored. I say trying because they are not
very successful.

"Senseless" is a comedy that
depicts Marian Wayans as a college student who is working a multitude of jobs
so that he can afford to pay his way
through school. Wayans additionally
needs the money to support his mother
and
his
younger sibThere are
some funny
lings.
parts to this
H e
movie, but
is also competing for a
on
the
whole.
I
job with a
was disapprestigious
poi nt ed.
Wall Street
"Senseless"
firm. These
is similar to
many pres" M o '
sures force
Mo ney"
him to take on
and "I'm
more than he
Gonna Git
can handle. In
You,
order to get
Sucka."
himself out of
Only
financial
"Senseless"
trouble, he
isn't nearly
agrees to take
as funny as
an experisome, of
mental drug
Wa y a n s '
that enhances
"Senseless" star Marian Wayans
., ,,. .
other flicks.
his senses to
Believe it or not, "Senseless" is actually
ten times their normal capacity.
worse than "Mo' Money" and "I'm Gonna
In return for his participation, he
GitYou,Sucka."
is paid $3000, therefore he does not care
Although "Senseless isn't the
about the side effects. The drug begins to
funniest movie I've ever seen, it is still
work and the only problem he must avoid
worth seeing. I give this movie an HV,
is taking too much.
because it is not worth the money that it
It is pretty obvious what is gowould cost to see it in the theatre.
ing to happen throughout the entire
movie. Then again, this is not the type of
FP=worth Full Price
movie that you should expect anything
MA=see
it as a Matinee
deeper than what is on the surface. There
HV=wait
for home video
really isn't a hidden message of any kind.
DB=Don't
Bothv.r
There isn't a hidden message in
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Ann's Pics and Pans
Ann (The Beloved Lunch Room Lady)
Sodexho Guest Columnist

warn him to stay clear of those Quad
apples and those stale donuts. I'll make
sure that we spray for roaches too. After
all, L.L. is company and I always clean

With all the hoopla from the
Turkey incident, I've been too busy to
write my column, but finally I've gathered the time and energy to put forth my
ideas on what's new and hot in the world
of entertainment.
My husband and I had a pretty
nice date last weekend, we went to see
that sexy new film, "Wild Things" with
Matt Dillon, Kevin Bacon and Neve
Campbell. The nudity in this film was
astounding. But honestly, I've seen more
flesh in the Quad than I saw on screen.
Besides, I'm hip to what's goin' on and
frankly, you students keep me abreast of
all the hot topics.
Anyway, I definitely reccomend
"Wild Things." It certainly was a wild
movie-the twists and turns kept raging on
and well, it was more excitement than I
ever see at Sodexho.
On to other topics, I'm pysched
that L.L. Cool J is coming to campus. I
realize that L.L. has caught some heat in
the Mirror recently, but hey He's a for company.
Now, let's move on to the topic
fabulaous entertainer. You may not like
his music, but you can't deny his talent. of Dogwoods. I spent all of last weekend
I'm hoping to give L.L. his very own tour at the mall and at some classy boutiques
of the cafeteria.
——^^—^—
Don't worry—I'll

down in Greenwich. They may not pay
me a lot here at Sodexho, but hey, a girl's
got to look her best. Anyway, my husband wants only the best for me. But

he has conceded to let me attend Dogwoods with one lucky, charming fellow.
So, I'm directing all my suitors to the
Sodexho back office. Applications will

be available up until the Sunday that Dogwoods tickets go on sale. I have to know
by then, so that we can coordinate colors.
I promise to be available for the
entire Dogwood's Weekend. Clam Jam
is a must. I've been trying to cut off early
from my post here at Sodexho to go catch
some rays on the Bellarmine lawn, but
honestly my schedule is so rigorous that
I simply don't have the time. At any rate,
I will be prepared to bask in the sun and
send off those seniors who I cherish so
dearly.
I want to let all of you know
that I truly enjoyed my Spring Break in
Hawaii. My husband and I frolicked
around the islands, eating pineapple and
doing the hula. I didn't want to come
home, but all good things must come to
an end.
Remember to make the most of
your experiences here, there and everywhere. I'm still learning the hula and
loving it. And just last week, I learned
how to do the Turkey Trot, right here in
Sodexho. Now that's learning on the job,
for ya.
Oh and one closing remark-this
is for A& E afteralL.that Matt Damon's
a real hunk!

J/m fUp, to uthat'& gain? on and ptanMy,, yxui
dJUtdentt, keep, me afoteoAt &£ a£i the hat topics,

WCW's Nitro Night wows
wrestling fans
Continued from p. 12
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the wrestling as much as it is about the
plot, the alliances, and the betrayal. In
this respect, the storlines are a lot more
believable and interesting than any of
those soap operas that people seem to
enjoy. It is entertainment in its purest
form, an action movie without the distracting romantic subplot, a Kung-fu flick
without the overdubs, and a Broadway
show where the audience is able, no encouraged, to heckle the performers and
even throw their beer at them in the
middle of the performance.
"So what does this have to do
with me," you ask. Well, WCW has been
running an ongoing promotional contest
aimed specifically at colleges. All you

have to do is submit a videotape of you
and your friends throwing a "Nitro
Party" to WCW, and if you win they send
a film crew with Mean Gene Okerlund
and the Nitro Girls to your school to
shoot a Nitro Party on site during one of
their broadcasts. And this coming Monday, April 6th, WVOF (the radio station
remember) will be hosting a "Nitro
Party" at the Levee. There will be drink
specials at the bar and free catered food,
as we gather to watch the match on that
big screen they have. We will be videotaping the event to submit to the contest, so make sure you are ready to be
rowdy. Imagine Fairfield University being shown on a Nitro sometime in the
near future partying with Mean Gene and
the Nitro Girls. So come out to the Levee
for the biggest party on Monday Night.
OHHYEEAAHHH!!!!

Area Theaters
Bridgeport Showcase Milford Showcase
339-7171
878-5600
Fairfield Cinemas
339-7151

Trumbull Marquis
365-6500

Fairfield Community
255-6555

Westport Fine Arts
227-3324
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All good things must come to an end...
Stellar season concludes with 93-52 loss to UConn in the NCAA tournament
Michael Nagy
Staff Writer
On the Friday before Spring
break, while most students were leaving
on trips to warmer climates, the players
on the women's basketball team were
more than happy to be staying in the state
of Connecticut. A nationally televised
NCAA tournament game at UConn
against the third ranked team in the country, awaited the Stags. From the time that
the brackets were announced Fairfield
knew that the game was going to be a tall
order. Entering the contest the Huskies
had won 44 games in a row on their home
court, the Gampel Pavilion in Storrs.
However regardless of the outcome, the
Stags knew that the match-up would be
a great learning experience for the team's
underclassmen and a well-earned reward
for its three seniors.
Despite keeping the game close
for the entire first half, the Stags ultimately fell to the taller and more talented
Huskies 93-52. With time running out
in the first half, Fairfield actually trailed
by just eleven points. However, Amy
Duran hit a 3-pointer for UConn at the
halftime buzzer to give the Huskies a 4430 lead at the break. The shot seemed to
kill the Stags' confidence and UConn
scored the first 13 points of the second
half to put the game away.
The Huskies' size was too much
for the Stags, who were outrebounded 5630 and outscored in the paint 46-8.
Fairfield coach Dianne Nolan knew going into the game that UConn's height

could be a problem and her fears were
intensified when freshman center Gail
Strumpf got into early foul trouble and
ultimately ended up fouling out with
eight minutes to play in the game.
"It's no secret what was going
on in the game, when your primary post
player has to sit and you pull in your
perimeter players to help us with the
shooting. We gave up the rebounding,"
Nolan said.
Even when Strumpf was on the
court, the Stags had problems against the
taller and more muscular Huskies.
"I think I had about 50 pounds
on me the whole time," Strumpf said.
"I don't think I've ever been pushed
around like that. It seemed like they
were out to get me... It made me grow
up so much today."
Coach Nolan wanted all of her
underclassmen to grow up against the
Huskies and six of them played at least
ten minutes.
"To be able to play in an arena
like this against a team like Connecticut, you want to make sure everyone gets
that experience," Nolan said after the
game. "They've earned that. We want
to make sure we get back to this (the
NCAA tournament) year after year and
our younger players will help us to do
that."
Complicating the fact that the
Stags were having problems beneath the
boards were the team's shooting
struggles. Fairfield shot just 33% from
the floor against the Huskies' intense defense and connected on just 5 of 27 shots

Men's tennis heating
things up
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor Emeritus
With unseasonably mild temperatures sweeping across the Fairfield
University campus, the Fairfield men's
tennis team had done its part to heat
things up on the courts.
The MAAC champion Stags
began the Spring season with two wins
in three matches in Tampa, FL over
spring break. Fairfield knocked off both
Dowling and St. Leo's by the score of
5-4 before losing to a talented Stetson
squad, 5-2.
Second year head coach Ben
Johnson was impressed with his team's
performance down South.
"I thought we played pretty
well," Johnson said. "We fought hard
to win a tough match against St. Leo's,
and Stetson is ranked 75th nationally,
so it was almost a good loss."
Fairfield went right back to
work after Spring Break, as they
crushed Hofstra 6-1 last Monday before losing a tight match to Big East
powerhouse Seton Hall, 4-3.
The Stags have been sparked
by the play of a couple of underclassmen. Freshman Jarrett Basedow, competing at number six singles, is undefeated in five matches so far this Spring.
Basedow posted one of the two singles

victories over Stetson, winning his match
7-6, 6-1.
"Jarrett's a very versatile
player," Johnson said. " He's able to
change his tactics in the middle of a
match, and never quits out there. He's a
real fighter."
Sophomore Kevin Karl has also
looked sharp in the early going for the
Stags. Karl has posted a 4-1 record at
number five singles, and crushed his
opponent in the Seton Hall match 6-1,
6-2.
"Kevin is a great athlete,"
Johnson said. "He runs down a lot of
balls that other players wouldn't get to."
Junior Brian Stype is also starting to play well for the Stags. In the
Dowling match, he posted a victory in
singles before teaming up with fellow
junior Brendan Gaentner for a win at
number one doubles.
The Stags will be back in action today, when they take on the University of Rhode Island. On Sunday,
Fairfield squares off with St. Peter's, a
team which made a run at the MAAC
title in the Fall, but could not overtake
the Stags.
"We're really starting to play
well as a team," Johnson said. "We have
some tough matches coming up, but
we're confident that we'll come out on
top."

Photo: Mirror archives

Page Driscoll scored 12 points in Fairfield's loss to UConn in the opening round of the NCAA
tournament.
after the break (18.5%). The Stags
struggled from three point range as well,
connecting on just 2 of 16 from behind
the arc. Senior guard Jessica Grossarth
led the Stags with 13 points and fellow
senior Page Driscoll chipped in 12.
Strumpf scored 10 points and led the
Stags with 6 rebounds in 19 minutes of
action. The Huskies were led by fresh-

man Svetlana Abrosimova, who poured
in 18.
"We needed a game like this for
our program to get to the next level,"
Nolan said. "It can really springboard
our program because now we have a reference point. Connecticut sets such a high
standard and if we're going to go up and
match them, this is how we have to play."

Ruggers slam the Rams
Sean Lukac
Contributing Writer
The Fairfield University rugby team
opened its spring season with a 27-7
romp over Fordham University. The
ruggers began to dominate this game
early into the first half. Great ball movement by the back line gave way to Andy
"stirrups" Mahat scoring one of two tries
within minutes of the opening kick. He
managed to break a tackle) or two and
sprint to the try zone to putjFairfield on
the board first. He attributes his fancy
footwork to hours of softball practice,
which he attends every night. Minutes
later Dave "I treat girls with respect"
Smith scored, putting the ruggers in control of the game.
Fairfield would not see too much of
the ball though for the rest of the half
though. Penalty after penalty was assessed, with Fairfield eventually finding itself pushed back to its own try
zone. Outstanding defense by the always calm and level-headed Mike
"Psycho Dad" Rybicki, Pat "Next stop
White Castle" Tynan, and Chris "I bleed
when you touch me" Post kept Fordham
from scoring. The second half began
and Brian "You are what you eat"
Krauss sliced through the defens like a
hot knife through butter, returning the
kick off the length of the field for yet
another five points.
The whistle blew 30 minutes
later and Fairfield had another victory
under its belt.
This past Saturday, the
Ruggers dropped its home opener

against the University of Scranton, 29-28.
As the first half began, so did the Scranton
scoring. It looked bleak at first when
Scranton scored the first two tries of the
game, taking a 14-0 lead. However,
Fairfield did not lay down and die after
that. With the return of Kevin "I wish Professor Abbot would adopt me" Norton,
Brendan "Dynamo" Delaney, and George
"I'll be wearing white on my wedding
day" Hemmer, this Fairfield team knew
it could battle back. A loose ball was
picked up by Pat "Butterbean" Tynan on
the five meter line. He then barreled
through defenders to give Fairfield its first
score. Scranton quickly answered with
another try. But just before the half, Rob
"Diapers" Gallagher made a great run past
the defense and finally passed the ball off
to rookie sensation Pedro Camiselle, who
ran 80 meters for the score to cut the margin going into halftime.
Penalties would plague Scranton
in the second half, and Fairfield was able
to take advantage. Hemmer was able to
bore defenders with his stories of point
shaving in college basketball, the score
and finally put Fairfield in the lead. However, a Scranton back would make a drop
kick and put htem ahead right before the
game-ending whistle. Despite the
Scranton scoring, strong defensive efforts
were given by Sean "Three legs" Lukac,
Ryan "Fresh Prince" O'Rourke, and Chris
Post, who had spend many nights meditating at the Fish Bowl in preparation for
this game.
Thanks to all of our fans for the
support.
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Baseball team slides to slow start
Stags just 5-9 through first three weeks of season
Matthew Payne
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University baseball team traveled south for Spring Break
to play six games. They had a two-game
series with George Washington University, a single game with Georgetown University, and a three-game series with Virginia Commonwealth. From Virginia,
they went north to Loudonville, NY to
battle MAAC South member, Siena, in a
doubleheader. The Stags lost both games
versus George Washington and the game
against Georgetown, but took two out of
three from Virginia Commonwealth. The
doubleheader verus Siena was cancelled
due to rain. Fairfield had their first home
game of the season on March 24, when
they hosted in-state rival, the University
of Hartford. They defeated the Hawks
10-6.
The Stags had a solid performance all around in their first home game
of the season. They tallied thirteen hits
in the game, highlighted by multi-hit
games from sophomores Paul Macchio
and Tom Lopusznick, and freshman Matt
Fratturelli. MAAC Rookie of the Year
from last season, Lopusznick, went 4-for5 with three doubles, giving him seven
for the season.
Fairfield struck first in the second inning, when Fratturelli cranked a
double and drove in first baseman Joe
Hooks, who had reached on a fielder's
choice. Hartford retaliated in the top of
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Paul Macchio had a multi-hit game in a 10-6 win over Hartford.

the third with three runs. They took the
lead 3-1 on a two-run homer by Jamie
Delroi and solo shot by Earl Snyder,

which was his eighth long ball of the season. Snyder went 4-for-4 in the game
with 2 RBI's.

The Stags tied the score in the
bottom of the fourth with two runs, but
the Hawks came back in the fifth with two
of their own to put them ahead 5-3. The
Stags exploded in the seventh though,
scoring six runs to seal the victory.
Fraturelli singled in two runs for the
game-winning hit. Reliever, Mickey
Feeley, scattered six hits and allowed only
one run in 4 2/3 innings.
In their second home game, the
Stags fell to the University of Rhode Island. It was downhill for the squad after
the first inning when the Rams tallied five
runs. Fairfield answered with two runs
in the bottom of the inning, but by the end
of the fifth, the Rams were up 11-2 and
the Stags never threatened. For Rhode
Island, Jason Chamsarian blasted three
homers and had seven RBI's. Fairfield
had eleven hits, two by Jim Lopusznick,
and two by Kevin Toohill. Fratturelli went
deep for the first time in his career as well.
The final score was 20-7 in favor of the
Rams.
Over the weekend, Fairfield had
two double-headers with Rider University.
On Saturday, the Stags split, losing the
first game 17-15, and in the second game,
they came back in the seventh inning to
defeat the Broncos 9-8. The Stags split
again on Sunday. They won the opener
3-2 and were shutout in the second game
9-0. The Stags are now 5-9 and play CW
Post, UConn, Marist, and Lemoyne over
the coming week.

Women's lax aims for top of MAAC
Rick Thomson
Sports Editor Emeritus
With eight freshmen, no seniors, and just one year of varsity experience under its belt, expectations for the
Fairfield University women's lacrosse
team shouldn't be all that high, right?
Head coach Kathryn Vignati begs to differ.
"We finished second in the
MAAC last year, and we want to win it
this year," Vignati said. "We want to
build our reputation in the college lacrosse world and play good games
against tough opponents."
Despite its 1-3 overall record,
the Stags seem to be well on their way to
accomplishing their goals. Fairfield
opened its second season as a varsity
team two weeks ago with a 19-6 loss to
Syracuse, but put up a good fight in losses
to highly-regarded Hofstra and Mount St.
Mary's, last year's MAAC champions.
The loss to Syracuse was particularly painful for one Stag, as freshman Kim Geis, one of Fairfield'stop defenders, suffered an ACL injury which
will keep her sidelined for the rest of the
season.
Against Hofstra and Mount St.
Mary's, the Stags couldn't overcome
sluggish first half performances.
Fairfield fell behind 11-3 at halftime of
the Hofstra game last Tuesday, but rallied for seven second half goals. Despite

several great saves by sophomore goalie
Kandiss Kulp, the Stags came up a bit
short, losing 15-10.
This past Saturday against
Mount St. Mary's, the Stags faced a similar scenario, as they trailed 7-3 at halftime. This time, the Fairfield defense
limited Mount St. Mary's to just three
second half goals. But the Stags couldn 't
generate enough offense, and suffered a
frustrating, 10-8 loss.
"We were definitely the better
team in that game," Vignati said, "jfie
played great in the second half, but we
were awful in the first half."
Freshman Kristina Sullivan led
the Fairfield offensive attack against
Mount St. Mary's with three goals and
two assists. Freshman Jess Jordan also
added three goals for the Stags, while
junior Kate Riitano anchored the defense.
Riitano leads the Stags with 28 caused
turnovers this season.
Fairfield finally broke into the
win column this past Sunday, with a hardfought, 9-8 victory over Duquesne.
Freshman Colleen Cunningham was
Fairfield's top scorer, notching three
goals and two assists.
Jordan and Sullivan were in the
thick of the offense once again. Jordan
scored three goals, while Sullivan
chipped in with three assists and played
a big part in controlling the midfield for
Fairfield.
Jordan's efforts against Mount

Sophomore goalie Kandiss Kulp has been solid in net this season.

St. Mary's and Duquesne earner her
NESN female athlete of the week honors.
Fairfield's next match takes
place this Saturday, as they square off
with MAAC foe Manhattan.
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"Manhattan has played well in
the MAAC so far this season," Vignati
said. "They have a few good players and
one really good attacker, but we're confident we can shut them down."
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Golf tees off
spring season
Troy Beaudoin
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University golf
team teed of its spring season last Sunday at the Loyola College tournament.
Finishing a respectable 12th out
of 20 teams, the Stags started out slow in
the three-day event, shooting a 333 on
the first day. Fairfield picked it up a bit
the next day, shaving the total score by
nine strokes, shooting a 324.
Sophomore Craig Anzlovar,
Fairfield's co-number one, shot a 78 and
82 to lead the Stags. Anzlovar, along with
junior Pat Mathews, will lead the Stags
in the Spring season while sharing the
number one slot.
"We are also hoping that our
three freshmen will make it into our regular rotation," head coach Dan McCabe
said. "We are really hoping that they step
it up."
The three freshmen McCabe
was referring to, Chip Cicone, Mike
McAddams, and Jack Hammond, are
complimented by only two seniors, Scott
Hepner and Dave Marcinowski.
"Dave and Scott have really
helped us out in past years," McCabe
said. "They played a big part in winning
the MAAC last season."
McCabe is also counting on
junior Brian Shunk to have a strong season and score well in the upcoming tournaments.
One big tournament, the Yale
Invitational, is coming up this weekend.
The tournament will be played at Yale's
home course, the Yale Golf Club. As
many as 25 schools from New York to
Maine will be represented in the tournament.
"There will be a lot of good teams at Yale
this weekend," McCabe said. "But as always, we are looking for a top ten finish."
Two weeks from now, Fairfield
will compete in the University of Rhode
Island Invitational, which will consist of
almost all division one schools. URI is
one of the stronger teams in the tournament, as the Rams have proven to be a
Northeastern powerhouse, always playing well in the New England Championships.
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Craig Anzlovar was Fairfield's low scorer in the
Loyola Invitational.

The New England Championships will take place one week later at
Point Judith Country Club in Rhode Island.
"I am really looking forward to
this year's New England's," Marcinowski
said. "It will be my last tournament here
at Fairfield and hopefully we'll play well."
Coming off a Fall season in
which they won the MAAC championship, the Stags seem primed for a competitive Spring on the links.

Home games
Softball vs. Boston
College
Today, 2 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse vs.
Wagner
Sunday, noon

Baseball vs. Marist (2)
Saturday, noon

Men's Tennis vs. Fordham
Tuesday, 3 p.m.

Baseball vs. LeMoyne (2)
Sunday, noon

BasebaU vs. Central
Connecticut
Tuesday, 3:30 p.m.

Men's lennis vs. St. Peter's
Sunday, noon

Women's Lacrosse vs.
Sacred Heart
Wednesday, 4 p.m.
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Athletes of the Week
Matt Callaghan

Jessica Jordan

Callaghan, a senior
from Annapolis,
MD, leads the attack
as a captain of the
men's lacrosse team.
Callaghan's best
game of the season
came against MAAC
rival Siena. With an
all American caliber
performance, he finished with four goals
and five assists for a
total of nine points to
pace the Stags in a
18-8 victory. With
the win, Fairfield
moves to 1-0 in the
MAAC.

Jordan, a freshman
from Hartford, CT,
played a pivotal role
for the women's
lacrosse team as
they split two games
last weekend. In a
10-8 loss to Mt. St.
Mary's last Saturday, Jordan had two
goals. On Sunday,
in a 9-8 win over
Duquesne, Jordan
tallied three more
goals. Jordan's efforts earned her
NESN female
athlerte of the week
honors.

Cormier steps down
Continued from p. 1
with the exception of the NCAA tournament," Doris told The Connecticut Post.
"In looking forward, we needed a change.
We want a program that will by vying for
the MAAC championship every year."
Apparently, Doris feels that 34year old Tim O'Toole is the man that
could potentially bring the Stags to that
level of competition. According to The
Connecticut Post, the Seton Hall assistant
is reportedly the top choice for Fairfield's
coaching vacancy.
O'Toole played for the Stags
from 1982-87, and was captain of the
1986 and 1987 teams, each of which won
the MAAC championship and advanced
to the NCAA tournament. After graduating from Fairfield, O'Toole spent time as
an assistant at Army, Iona, Syracuse, and
Duke before taking assistant position at
Seton Hall.
Although O'Toole seems to be
a perfect fit for Fairfield, there's no guarantee that he will accept the position.
With reports that Seton Hall head coach
Tommy Amaker is being considered for
some major coaching vacancies, O'Toole
may want to see what his chances are of
taking over a bigger Seton Hall program.
Cormier leaves the Stags with an
86-111 overall record in seven seasons as
head coach. He came to Fairfield in 1991
after seven seasons as the head coach at
Dartmouth, where he amassed an overall
record of 87-95. Prior to that, Cormier
spent four years as an assistant under
Rollie Massimino at Villanova, and two
years as an assistant at Bentley.
Although Cormier is locked in

Photo: Mirror archives
Paul Cormier compiled an 86 -111 record
in seven seasons at Fairfield.
as associate director of athletics at
Fairfield for now, he is still interested in
continuing his coaching career elsewhere.
Cormier's next coaching stint will occur
this summer, as he and his assistants plan
to conduct a week-long clinic at Fairfield.
"It's an obligation we have, and
one we're looking forward to," Cormier
told The Connecticut Post. "It gets me
back to coaching, which is what I want
to do."
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Here goes nothing....
Brad Tarr
Sports Editon

Brad Tarr
Sports Editor
if you've heard something
snap, crackle, or pop over the
last few weeks, there's a good
chance that it wasn't your Rice
Krispies. The softball team,
due to some unfortunate early
season injuries, not only has
trainer Beth Taylor putting in
serious overtime, but they currently find themselves as a
whole, struggling to stay afloat.
The Stag's returned on March
21st from the Rebel Games in
Ocoee, Florida, possessors of
an admirable 5-7 record considering the level of competition
they faced. Despite not doing
as well as they had hoped, the
Stags remained confident.
"We finished the trip with two
big wins (U. of Vermont, Bradley U.), which in turn, instilled
optimism in us," junior second
baseman Dana Young said.
Unfortunately, the Stags lost
more than just games while
down south. Sophomore
Cristen Clark, the Stags' starting shortstop and one of last
year's leading hitters, suffered
a severely sprained ankle.
Clark, who is as accident
prone as they come, has battled
through multiple injuries since
arriving here nearly two years
ago. This one in particular
caused her to remain absent
from Fairfield's line-up until
this past weekend.
Since their arrival back on
campus, the Stags have attempted, only somewhat successfully, to regain their composure. An extremely difficult
schedule didn't help matters
any.
On Tuesday, March 24th,
Army came to Fairfield to take
on the Stags. What transpired
throughout the doubleheader
undoubtedly put the players on
an emotional roller coaster.
Things ran smoothly until
junior outfielder and leading
hitter, Theresa O'Connor, laid
down a beautiful bunt. Apparently it was too good. Third
baseman and fifth-year senior
Dhani Chinalai, was on third at
the time and immediately broke
for home. What happened next
was extremely unfortunate.
Chinalai's indecision as to
what the most appropriate slide
should be in that situation, may
have cost her the entire season.
She landed on her left side, suffering a gruesome shoulder dislocation.
Believe it or not, there were
a few positives stemming from
the games. Senior pitcher/outfielder Rachel Aponte, along
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Joanna Nelson leads the Stags pitching staff with six wins.
with sophomore first baseman
her credit in the first game, was
Missy Powers, jacked their
inserted to run for Roche, and
first homeruns of the season.
would eventually score the
To date, they are the Stags'
game-winner.
only ones to speak of.
"I had been up in pressure
When all was said and done,
situations a few times in that
Army left Fairfield with two
same game and I didn't come
wins to their credit, and the
through," Roche said. "I knew
Stags could only shake their
that as the lead-off hitter in the
heads and wonder if this was
bottom of the seventh, it was
really happening to the team
crucial that I get on base."
that started the year with so
Solid offense and exceptional
much promise and potential.
defense were just two of the reaThings didn't really get any
sons why the Stags walked off
better for Fairfield until their
the field with a well-deserved
first conference match-up of
doubleheader sweep. More imthe year on March 29th. It was
portantly, the wins moved them
then that they took on the Siena
to 2-0 in the MAAC.
Saints in search of much"Our performance against
needed victories.
Siena restored the confidence
In the first game, junior
that had fizzled after a disappitcher Joanna Nelson, who
pointing week," Booth said.
carried a solid 5-2 record into
"The importance of these two
the game, picked up a 1 -0 shutwins should not be underestiout, despite being less than 100
mated."
percent. Her offense was proIt appears as though the Stags
vided by junior catcher Amy
have weathered an extremely
Booth, who is currently on fire
bumpy early season and are now
at the plate, as well as senior
poised to make a move in the
rightfielder Jen Roche, whose
MAAC. Just by listening to the
single late in the game scored
players, one can easily underBooth from second.
stand what a championship
The second game was nearly
would mean and how the Stags
a carbon-copy of the first. This
feel they stack up against the
time it was Aponte picking up
rest of the conference.
the 1-0 victory for the Stags.
"Anybody can win the
And again, it was Roche who
MAAC," Missy Powers said.
came up with perhaps the most
"Two new teams have entered
important hit of the game for
the conference, and the previous
Fairfield, when she led off the
champion (Canisius) lost six
bottom of the seventh with a
seniors to graduation. We're
single. Freshman infielder
basically the same team as last
Tara Mastriano, who already
year. We have to play our game
had a stellar defensive play to
and we'll be okay."

Talk about having my work cut out for me. Here I am still a junior,
and I'm asked to follow in the footsteps of Rick Thomson who will be
graduating in May, and can easily be considered the greatest sports
editor the Mirror has ever known. Rick, you will be missed.
Let me start by introducing myself. Obviously, if you've made it to
this point in the column, then you're aware of my name and year.
What you might be curious about are my ties to Fairfield athletics and
sports as a whole. Where should I begin?
I arrived on this campus in the Fall of 1995 as a confused freshman,
armed with an extensive knowledge of sports in general, but that was
about it. Only a few friends had joined me on the journey from our
Jesuit high school in Baltimore, and that alone made the transition a
little easier.
The fact of the matter is that I chose Fairfield over Fordham for one
reason; I wanted to play lacrosse. Considering the fact that I was
homesick and I was banking on lacrosse to help me out a little, you
can imagine my surprise when the head men's lacrosse coach announced that he was leaving to be an assistant coach at another school.
That was my first real dose of not just Fairfield, but college athletics
as a wholer I, with the help of my teammates trudged on, and it was
one of the best decisions I've made.
For two years, I ate, slept, and breathed lacrosse, much the same
way I had done all of my life. It seemed like one good time after
another. We won two MAAC championships and I established friendships that will surely last a lifetime. But it was in the Fall of 1997 that
I was faced with what can easily be considered the hardest decision
that I've ever had to make.
My lacrosse career was at a standstill, and I chose to walk away
from the game as a player. It's a move that I undoubtedly regret at
times. However, among the positives stemming from my decision,
was that it gave me the opportunity to pursue other interests within
and around Fairfield athletics.
Obviously I have continued to write about sports for the Mirror,
which is something I began to do early in my sophomore year.
Throughout the most recent winter, I was proud to broadcast women's
and men's basketball games for WVOF, and I've even had the chance
to take a stab at public address announcing for a sport or two. On top
of all of that, I have been working with the goalies on the women's
lacrosse team since mid-February.
All in all, I guess one could say that I have a pretty firm grasp on
what Fairfield athletics stand for. And over the last three years, I have
seen just about every type of emotion displayed on this campus as far
as sports go. There have been firings, hirings, and resignations. I've
seen tears of joy and sorrow. I've seen, and been a part of, big wins
and disappointing losses. I've even seen the most improbable of performances (i.e. men's basketball in 1997 NCAA tournament). Above
all, I've seen athletes play to their maximum when the pride of their
school was on the line. As for the sports fans at Fairfield, we can only
hope that next year provides us with the same kinds of lasting images.
As far as this column goes, it is my intent next year to examine
major events occurring in sports around the world, and evaluate just
how they relate to Fairfield. With all of the work we're required to do
here at school, it's not always easy to keep up with major happenings
in the sports world around us. Therefore, I will attempt to be the eyes
and ears of you, the reader.
I can asure you of one thing. I, along with my staff, will strive to
present a quality sports section. We want to produce something that
you're proud of, and the bottom line is that you deserve to be kept
informed.
In terms of how the section as a whole will look, the truth is that it
will closely resemble what has been done in the past. However, I am
pondering a couple of minor changes to the usual format.
One such change involves the immensely popular "Athletes of the
Week." For the remainder of this year we will continue to choose
both a male and a female every week for such an.honor. However,
there is a possibility that next year, we will select only one person per
week, regardless of gender. Not only would this allow us to focus
more of our attention on an athlete who is worthy of the recognition,
but it allows us to conserve space in an already crowded section.
A second alteration that I am exploring, also in an effort to conserve
space, would be to actually shorten the length of this very column. I
like to think that I can be short and to the point, but that is a sentiment
that I'm sure my Mirror colleagues would beg to differ with.
To wrap things up, I would like to once again reiterate that this sports
section is for you. As far as my column is concerned, next week, I
will begin to delve into any number of stories from the world of sports,
as well as explaining its meaning to myself, and analyzing its relation, if any, to Fairfield athletics. If, from this point on, you should
happen to have a comment or suggestion about the section, please
feel free to let us know.
Thanks again. We couldn't do it without you.

